Abstract. We introduce the concepts of Morley rank and Morley degree for structures based on Banach spaces. We characterize !-stability in terms of Morley rank, and prove the existence of prime models for !-stable theories.
A general framework for the model theoretical analysis of structures based on Banach spaces was introduced in the monograph 5]. It was shown there that the space of types of a Banach space theory is naturally endowed with various uniform topologies on it. A general notion of a uniform structure on the space of types of a complete theory was introduced. In 6], we introduced the concept of stable Banach space theory:
Let T be a complete Banach space theory, let be an in nite cardinal, and let U be a uniform structure on the space of types of T. The theory T is -stable with respect to U if for every model E of T of density character less than or equal to , the density character of the space of types over E with respect to the uniform topology of U is also less than or equal to .
In particular, T is !-stable with respect to U if the space of types over every separable model of T is separable with respect to U. It was shown in 4] that signi cant classes of Banach space structures (e.g., the spaces L p , for 1 p < 1) are !-stable with respect to natural, metrizable uniform structures.
We also showed in 6] that when the uniform structure is metrizable, !-stability implies -stability for any in nite cardinal , and if T has quanti er elimination, stability is equivalent to !-stability.
Here, we investigate !-stability further. We de ne a Banach space theoretic Morley rank (more precisely, a family of Morley ranks), and characterize !-stability in terms of it. From this characterization we prove the existence of prime models for theories which are !-stable with respect to the metric d on the space of types introduced in 5] .
The shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basic machinery developed in 5] for the model theoretical analysis of Banach space structures, including the concept of uniform structure on the space of types. However, we shall reprint the de nition here for reference.
We extend to this paper the general assumptions and notational conventions of 6]. We deal with Banach space structures, positive bounded formulas, and approximate satisfaction j = A . The terms \formula", \theory" and \type" are used as abbreviations of \positive bounded formula", \positive bounded theory" and \positive bounded type", respectively. If and are positive bounded formulas, < means that is an approximation of . The letter T denotes a xed complete positive bounded theory over a countable language L. All the models considered are models of T. We assume that these models are approximately elementary submodels of some large, saturated model E. If a 2 E, k ak is an abbreviation of max 1 i n ka i k. By the @ 0 -saturation of E, we have E j = A ( a) if and only if E j = ( a), for every positive bounded formula and every a 2 E. We write simply j = ( a), omitting E.
We consider only complete, positive bounded types which are consistent with T.
The norm of an n-type p, denoted kpk, is the norm of any n-tuple realizing p. If A is a subset of a model E, we denote by L(A) the result of expanding the language L with constants and appropriate norm bounds for the elements of A, and T(A) is the theory of E in L(A). The set of n-types over A is denoted S n (A), and S(A) = S n<! S n (A). Hereafter, U will denote a xed uniform structure on the set of types of T, and all the vicinities mentioned are vicinities of U. A notion that recurrently underlies the main arguments of 6] is that of a separating pair of formulas.
definition. Let U be a vicinity of U. A pair of positive bounded formulas f 1 ( x); 2 ( x) g is U-separating if (p( x); q( x)) = 2 U whenever 1 ( x) 2 p( x) and 2 ( x) 2 q( x).
If is a set of positive bounded formulas, + denotes the set f 0 : 0 > for some 2 g: If is a positive bounded formula, we write + instead of f g + .
remarks.
(1) If (p( x); q( x)) = 2 U, there exists a U-separating pair f 1 ( x); 2 ( x) g such that 1 ( x) 2 p( x) and 2 ( x) 2 q( x).
(2) Let V correspond to U as in (2-iii) of the de nition of uniform structure.
Then, if (p( x); q( x)) = 2 U, there exists a V -separating pair f 1 ( x); 2 ( x) g such that 1 ( x) 2 p + ( x) and 2 ( x) 2 q + ( x).
definition. Let ( x) be a positive bounded formula and let U be a vicinity. The following lemma will allow us to extend sets of positive bounded formulas without decreasing the U-Morley rank. proof: Take a vicinity V such that V V V . Take also a vicinity W which corresponds to V as V corresponds to U in (2-iii) of the de nition of uniform structure. x; a) ). First, we notice that ^ 0 ( x; a) is inconsistent. Indeed, if q is a type containing , then neg( 0 ) = 2 q for every 0 > . In particular, neg(neg( 0 ( x; a))) = 2 q, i.e., 0 ( x; a) = 2 q. We now show that f ; neg( ) g is W-separating. Let q be a type containing , and r a type containing neg( ). Then ( x; a) 2 r (by ( )) and 0 ( x; a) = 2 q (by the preceding paragraph). Hence (q; r) = proof: Suppose that p ( x) q ( x) is consistent, and let r( x) be a type extending it. By Step 6, (p; r) 2 V and (q; r) 2 V . But then, (p; q) 2 V V V , which is a contradiction. Now we prove the proposition. Take two types p( x) and q( x) such that (p; q) = 2 V .
By
Step 7 and the compactness theorem, there exist a conjunction of formulas in ( p ) + and conjunction~ of formulas in ( q ) + , such that ^~ is inconsistent. By
Step 5 we can nd < and~ <~ such that 2 p + and~ 2 q + , and the pairs f ; neg( ) g and f~ ; neg(~ ) g are W-separating. This is precisely what we wished to prove. 4 . !-stability and morley rank The main result of this section is Theorem 9. Let p and q be two distinct types X i (these can always be found, for X i is in nite). Since (p; q) = 2 V , we can apply Proposition 5 to nd 2 p + ,~ 2 q + , > , and >~ such that f ; neg( )g is W-separating; f~ ; neg(~ )g is W-separating; typ( ) \ typ(~ ) = ;.
Since X i is in nite, either X i n typ( ) or X i n typ(~ ) is in nite. If X i n typ( ) is in nite, we let X i+1 = X i n typ( ), p i = p, i = , and i = . If X i n typ(~ ) is in nite, we let X i+1 = X i n typ(~ ), p i = q, i =~ , and i =~ . The required conditions follow immediately.
Let us now introduce some temporary terminology. If U is a vicinity and Y is a set of types, we say that Y is U We will express the fact that W corresponds to U as in Proposition 8 by saying that \deg ?; U; W] is de ned". theorem 9. Suppose that U is countable. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) T is !-stable with respect to U.
(2) MR ; U] < 1 for every positive bounded formula and every vicinity U. (3) MR p; U] < 1 for every type p and every vicinity U.
Proof: (1)) (2) by the choice of , so we can repeat the argument. Iterating this process ! many times, we obtain an uncountable set of types over a countable set of parameters such any two distinct types in the set are separated by U. Thus, T is not !-stable. (2)) (3) If p is a type and U is a vicinity, we denote by U p] the set f q : (p; q) 2 U g. If is a positive bounded formula, S n (A) ] denotes the set f p 2 S n (A) : 2 p g. .) It is easy to check that for p 2 S(T), the sets f ] : 2 p + g form a basic system of neighborhoods of p.
The de nition of principality can be reworded as follows. A type p is principal with respect to U if, around p, the logical topology is ner than the topology of U. Since is arbitrary, we conclude that f(p) is principal. De ne f(b i ) as any realization of f(p) in F:
